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SYNOPSIS 
�  This project attempts to graph the most significant companies within the 

streaming music landscape and the digital music application ecosystem in order 
to assess those applications and predict future developments in the market. 

�  For streaming music, the most crucial attribute of an app is its sociability, or 
the level of social interaction among users and throughout social media 
networks that the app supports. Trends indicate that social media usage will 
continue to increase at an astronomic rate, and the best-positioned applications 
will be the ones attuned to this development. 

�  Regarding music content applications, the next generation of services will 
provide more comprehensive, end-to-end solutions for musicians, from content 
distribution to promotion; for fans, they will enhance the discovery-to-
consumption process. 
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ANALYZING STREAMING MUSIC 
�  The major companies in the streaming music industry have been placed on 

a graph where the (x) axis represents whether the service is more defined 
by delivering music or by its interactive experience, and the (y) axis 
represents the perceived degree of sociability of the service. 

�  Out of 18 services surveyed, 12 (2/3 total) are basic music players that 
feature minimal sociability, more or less indistinguishable from one another. 

�  2 services, Spotify and Audiovroom, feature exceptional sociability, Spotify 
for seamless playback sharing via Facebook,  Audiovroom for generating 
stations based on Facebook friends. 

�  The “Hot Zone” is the target destination for streaming apps à an even 
more social listening experience 

�  Other notables include Soundtracker (geosocial), 8tracks (user created 
content), and Rdio (above avg. social media integration) 

�  Turntable.fm is arguably more of a game app than a music app, but 
nevertheless occupies a valuable quadrant of the market. 



CHALLENGES 
�  Streaming music has been around ~10 yrs 
�  Pandora is the market leader 

�  120 million subscribers, lost $2 million in 2011 

�  Spotify is the hotshot 
�  15 mi. subscribers, lost $42 million in 2010 

�  Next star: Audiovroom (founded 2010) ?? 
�  Typical revenue model is ad sales w/ premium subscription option 

�  Has not proven profitable à costly licensing agreements 

�   Costly barrier to entry can be avoided (8tracks subverts full license costs 
w/ only allowing user uploaded content) but accessibility reduced 

�  New consumption models must emerge ( a la Drip.fm, which allows 
participating labels to release exclusive music content to members for $10/
month) 

 



PREDICTING FUTURE SERVICES 

�  Currently, the services doing the best job with sociability feature strong 
Facebook integrations but have limited Twitter integration. Look for that 
to change over the next few years as new, robust usages of Twitter 
emerge.  

�  Attempts towards Google+ integration should be expected as well. 

�  Developers will find innovative ways to increase sociability even further 

�  In the long term, small/independent labels and  individual musicians 
themselves will start to assume greater control over the entire music 
ecosystem, as better applications allow them to become their own 
publishers, promoters, and sellers (see next slide) 
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ANALYZING CONTENT APPS 
�  Major music content applications have been grouped into five different 

categories according to their primary function: distribution, sharing, analysis, 
discovery, and promotion.  Apps are stacked vertically again according to the 
level of sociability they offer (in some cases, sociability is irrelevant i.e. 
TuneCore, EchoNest). 

�  Distribution: publish/deliver content to major sellers like Spotify 
�  Sharing: less formal content publishing, typically free, often by DJs and 

aspiring artists 
�  Analysis: services that process audio, from fun apps (Shazam) to data mining 

intelligence platforms (Echo Nest) 
�  Discovery: apps that facilitate the discovery of new or trending music 
�  Promotion: apps that help promote artists and their music 
�  Several services provide multiple functions, as indicated by arrows (e.g. 

Reverb Nation offers digital distribution as well as promotion) 



ABOUT CONTENT APPS 
�  Because digital music remains a relatively new ecosystem, services have 

typically emerged to fill one specific aspect along the distribution-
promotion continuum.  

�  In the future, full service platforms covering every base on the 
continuum will emerge 
�  Artists will distribute their music through comprehensive platforms 

�  Examples of this are already visible: 

�  RootMusic is a “MySpace for Facebook” service that could become the 
best all-in-one solution for musicians to distribute and promote music. 

�  SoundCloud is a platform for sharing music content that could become 
the “YouTube for audio” if it adopts enhanced music discovery 
capabilities. 



CONCLUSION & FURTHER THOUGHTS 
�  The greater the sociability of the app, the greater its chances for success 

�  Content services that fulfill complete needs from distribution to promotion 
will prosper 

�  Digital music applications have traditionally been separated into two camps: 
consumer facing or artist facing.  This distinction will diminish as full service 
applications emerge to meet the needs of either party. 

�  Services need to explore new revenue paradigms because of the failure of 
ad-supported/subscription model (thanks to proliferation of free access)  

�  Artists need to adapt to the declining viability of direct music sales and 
embrace alternative means of profitizing content, including reducing 
dependency on major record labels 

�  Popularity of music/musicians has never been higher, nor has music ever 
reached a wider audience, challenge is to convert popularity into income 


